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GENERAL INFORMATION 

This is a Half-day workshop and the Primary convener is Lesley Wyborn of Geoscience Australia. There are no 
hands on components and there are no constraints on the number of attendees. There are no technical 
requirements beyond AV and access to wireless network. 

DESCRIPTION 

Earth and Environmental Sciences are rapidly entering the new paradigm of large scale, data-intensive 
analytics to understand our complex and ever changing planet. At the same time, Earth and Environmental 
Science data sets are growing in size, variety and complexity at an unprecedented rate, creating new challenges 
and opportunities for their access, manipulation and archiving.  Solving real world problems now requires the 
building of globally cohesive ‘Big Data’ sets that have no discipline, national or institutional boundaries. Once 
built, these ‘Big Data’ sets cannot be moved: there is not enough bandwidth to move them, and even if you 
could move them, you cannot store them. Processing power, people and tools need to be brought to the data.  
 
We already know that traditional data access methods are not scaling to these ‘Big Data’ sets, meaning that the 
data is neither easily accessible nor usable. For modern data intensive research, we suspect that the ‘Big Data’ 
sets will need to be transformed from collections of individual files into self-describing, multi-dimensional 
calibrated data arrays or data clouds that contain attributes such as uncertainty and traceability, but how?  
 
Can those who are already using data intensive research methodologies provide advice to the data suppliers 
and builders of high performance data nodes on what works and what doesn’t. What do the data suppliers 
need to be aware of? Is the data actually being stored so that it can be used in data intensive research? 
 
This workshop will examine some pioneering projects that are already starting to address these questions. 
Three perspectives will be presented: one from a data intensive researcher, one from a builder of a high 
performance data node, and one from a data supplier. These presentations will be followed by a plenary 
session in which all participants are invited to contribute to and help delineate what the real challenges are in 
‘Big Data’.   

OUTLINE 

1. Introduction: Why is ‘Big Data’ becoming a problem and what are the drivers for this workshop - 
Andrew Treloar. 10 minutes 

2. Perspectives from a Data Intensive researcher: Making data intensive research a viable 
proposition through improving mechanisms for data exploration. Rahul Ramachandran - 40 minutes 

3.    Perspectives from a Builder of a High Performance Data Node: Building the NCI Research Data 
Storage Infrastructure (RDSI) Node as a high performance data node connected to peak computing 
capacity and cloud environments to enable sustainable data intensive research. Ben Evans - 20 Minutes 

4.   Perspectives from a Data Supplier: The overwhelming proposition of making 4PB of data held by 
Geoscience Australia accessible as high performance data to enable data intensive research. Lesley 
Wyborn - 20 Minutes 

5.    Plenary session: Exploring commonalities across the three perspectives – are they in sync? Are there 
inconsistencies?  Are there common challenges or are they specific to each perspective? 60 minutes 

4. Concluding remarks: Andrew Treloar - 15 minutes 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

Although mainly focused on the earth and environmental communities, this workshop is open to all who are 
dealing with large volumes of research data, including the climate, astronomy, bio and humanities 
communities. It would be ideal if the participants could include a mix of those who are trying to physically 
manage and store these ‘Big Data’ sets as well as those that are trying to access and process these data in real 
time to address real world scientific problems, so that there can be cross communication.   
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WHAT TO BRING 

There are no special requirements for this workshop. Bring yourself, your enthusiasm and your ability to think 
beyond the square. Leave behind any doubts or inhibitions that we cannot overcome any perceived challenges 
in accessing ‘Big data’ challenges in Earth and Environmental science in realistic timeframes. 

ABOUT THE PRESENTERS 

Dr. Lesley Wyborn is currently GA’s leader of its HPC and HPD projects. She has been involved in 
eResearch projects since 2000, including AuScope Grid and the Virtual Geophysics Laboratory Projects. She is 
a member of the Australian Academy of Science ‘Data for Science Committee' and internationally she is on the 
Executive Committee of the American Geophysical Union Earth and Space Science Informatics Group. 
 
Dr. Rahul Ramachandran is a Principal Research Scientist at the University of Alabama in Huntsville. His 
research focuses on Earth Science Informatics. This emerging field looks at the application of computational 
methods and information technology to the acquisition, storage, processing, interchange, analysis and 
visualization of Earth Science data and information. 
 
Dr Ben Evans is s the Associate Director of NCI with a portfolio in Research Engagement and Initiatives 
focused on increased potential of the NCI capability and research outcomes. Ben has been part of a 
collaborative team with GA to review data in the earth and environmental sciences  and provide high 
performance methods, and to develop and exploit new environments for fast analysis and efficient data 
management. 
 
Dr. Andrew Treloar is the Director of Technology for the Australian National Data Service, with particular 
responsibility this year for demonstrating the value of bringing together data from different disciplines to 
answer new questions. In 2008 he led the project to establish ANDS. Prior to that he was associated with a 
number of e-research projects as Director or Technical Architect: ARCHER, DART, and ARROW, as well as 
the development of an Information Management Strategy for Monash University. His research interests 
include data management, institutional repositories and scholarly communication. 
 


